
VERITAS Melanie - Smooth and reliable

The VERITAS Melanie allows sewing speeds of 75 to 1300 stitches per minu-
te. It can be operated with either 3 or 4 threads. 

The tension of the upper threads can be adjusted individually for all 4 
threads, so that an optimal seam pattern is created. With the clearly arran-
ged setting wheels, the stitch lengths and widths can be infinitely adjusted, 
even during the sewing process. With 12 stitch programs Melanie offers a 
comprehensive stitch package that allows all overlock sewing operations. 
Thanks to the coloured markings, threading the hook and needle is also easy.

Rock and roll

Experts know that the rolled hem is one of the supreme disciplines in tailoring. 
An airy summer skirt, a delicate decorative cushion or a cute little dress for a 
young girl are only really rounded off by a softly undulating top seam. With 
the VERITAS Melanie, it is now possible to achieve this look without any trial 
and error and without changing feet. Simply switch the slider for the linking 
tongue to create a rolled hem which is both uniform and decorative.

Puckers only on your say so

The differential feed on the VERITAS Melanie can be finely adjusted to prevent 
skewed seams or unwanted puckering, even with elastic fabrics. Crimping can 
also be used specifically to create particularly unusual effects: simply adjust 
the differential feed and even creative puffed sleeves will no longer pose a 
problem.

Comfort at all levels

The tension of the upper threads can be individually adjusted for all 4 threads 
to create an ideal seam pattern. You can also adjust stitch length and width 
steplessly using the equally clear setting dials, even while sewing, for maxi-
mum creative freedom in the twinkling of an eye.



Address / Company stamp

Melanie Klein was the first to study the 
emotional life of children and thus set a 
milestone for psychotherapy. It was only 
through her research in the 1920s that it 
became clear how important the relati-
onship between small children and their 
closest caregivers, such as their mother, 
actually is. She is regarded as the founder 
of play therapy, which is well-established 
today, and as a pioneer in psychoanalysis 
alongside Sigmund Freud.

The founding mother of psy-
choanalysis
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Country of origin:  Taiwan

EAN:   7640105923915

Pieces per pallet:  35

Packaging dimensions:  34,2 x 36,7 x 34,6 cm

Container 20‘:                    600 pcs

Net weight:   7,30 kg

Gross weight:  9,10 kg

Machine dimensions:                        30 x 29 x 30 cm

Tariff of duties:                                  84521090

Further information

Accessories
Instruction manual 4 Spool discs

Quality needles 4 Thread nets

Foot controller 4 Cone holders

Tweezers 4 Cones (pre-threaded)

Dust bin Dust cover

Brush Screwdriver small & large

Spare knife  

Specifications
12 stitches, e.g. rolled hem, narrow hem, 4- and 3- 
thread overlock stitch Pre-threaded

75 - 1300 stitches per minute with electronic speed 
control Stitch length adjustable from 0 - 4 mm

Adjustable cutting width Stitch width adjustable from 5 - 7 mm

Thread cutter Differential feed dogs

Dust bin Adjustable thread tension

4-3 thread overlock machine Adjustable presser foot pressure

Clear color-coded thread guide Solid construction

Bobbin threader Suitable for light and strong fabrics

facebook.com/veritassewing

www.veritas-sewing.com

instagram.com/veritassewing


